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Abstract-This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behaviors of the solutions to the initial- 
boundary value problem for scalar viscous conservations laws ut + f(u), = uzz on [0, 11, with the 
boundary condition u(O,t) = u_(t) -+ u_, u(l,t) = u+(t) + u+, as t --t +m and the initial 
data u(z,O) = uo(z) satisfying uo(O) = u-(O), un(l) = u+(l), where u+ are given constants, 
u_ # u+ and f is a given function satisfying f”(u) > 0 for u under consideration. By means of 
an elementary energy estimates method, both the global existence and the asymptotic behavior are 
obtained. When u_ < u+, which corresponds to rarefaction waves in inviscid conservation laws, no 
smallness conditions are needed. While for u- > u+, which corresponds to shock waves in inviscid 
conservation laws, it is established for weak shock waves, that is, Izl_ - u+I is small. Moreover, when 
u*(t) = u*, t 2 0, exponential decay rates are both obtained. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords-viscous conservation laws, Asymptotic behavior, Finite interval. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the initial-boundary value problem on a finite interval, denoted by [0, l] for conve- 
nience, for the following scalar viscous conservation laws: 
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‘Ilt + f(u)s = %7x, z E (0, l), t > 0, 
U(0, t) = u_(t) + U_, up, t) = u+(t) + u+(t --) fco), t 2 0, (1.1) 
4% 0) = uo(z), 2 E [O, 11, 
where u* are given constants, and uo(0) = u- (0), ug( 1) = u+ (1) for compatibility, and f E C2 
is a given function satisfying f(0) = f’(0) = 0 and 
f”(U) > 0, for u under consideration and U- < U+ (1.2) 
or 
f”(U) > 0, for u under consideration and u- > u+ (1.2)’ 
and 
u_(t)-u_, u+@)---‘ll+~Ll(R+); u!_(t), u;(t) E L2 (R+). (1.3) 
We note that, to the inviscid conservation laws, the assumptions of (1.2) correspond to the 
rarefaction waves and the assumptions of (1.2)’ correspond to the shock waves. We also note 
that when f”(u) < 0, it can be treated on the same line. 
The asymptotic behavior of the corresponding Cauchy problem was discussed in [l-6], etc. To 
the initial-boundary value problem for the scalar viscous conservation laws, the asymptotic be- 
havior of the solutions was first discussed by Liu and Yu (see [7]). This problem was also recently 
discussed in [8,9]. But up to now, the initial-boundary value problem was mainly discussed on 
half-line (R+ or R-), that is, only on one side (on z = 0) were the boundary conditions given. 
As shown in [8,9], some new phenomena were discovered, which differed more from the corre- 
sponding Cauchy problem. Naturally, it is an interesting problem to consider the two-side case. 
On the other hand, the structure of the solutions to the inviscid conservation laws with two-side 
boundary effect is much more complicated than that of the corresponding Cauchy problem or 
that with only one-side boundary effect. So, by the first step, to investigate the asymptotic 
behavior to the viscous conservation laws will help to understand the solution structure of the 
inviscid conservation laws. 
In this paper, we consider the asymptotic behaviors of the solutions to the scalar viscous 
conservation laws on a finite interval denoted by [O,l] for convenience. We prove that the solutions 
of (1.1) converge to stationary solutions under the assumptions of (1.2) or (1.2)’ and (1.3). It 
is noted that no smallness conditions are needed under the assumptions of (1.2) and (1.3) and 
weak shock wave conditions are needed for (1.2)’ and (1.3). Moreover, exponential decay rates 
are obtained in the cases of uh((t) z u*, for t > 0. 
Our main lemma is as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (1.2) or (1.2)’ and (1.3) hold. Then the boundary value problem of the 
following ordinary differential equation: 
f(9)z = dzz, 5 E (O,l), 
4(O) = u-9 9V) = u+, 
(1.4) 
has a unique solution & E C3( [0, 11) (i = 1,2), respectively which satisfies 
$34 > 0, &!(4 < 0, (1.5) 
and 
for some constant C. 
k#WI I C Iu- - u+l, i = 1,2, (1.6) 
Denoting the usual Lebesgue space and Sobolev space by L2 = L2([0, 11) and H’ = H’([O, 11) 
with norms II . II and II . II 1, we have our main results as follows. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that (1.2) and (1.3) hold, and that ug -41 E H’, where & is the stationary 
solutions obtained in Lemma 1. Then there exists a unique global solution u of (1.1) such that 
u-41 EC([O,~;H’), (u - 41), E L2 ([O+);H’) , (1.7) 
and 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (1.2)’ and (1.3) hold, and that ug - C+!JZ E H1, where & is the 
stationary solution obtained in Lemma 1. Then, if Iu_ - u+J 5 E for some constant E, there 
exists a unique global solution u of (1 .l) such that 
u+#‘zEC([O,oo];H’), (U - 42), E L2 ([0, cm) ; H’) , (1.9) 
and 
sup Iu(z,t) - 42(x)1 -+ 0, aSt-++m. 
zE[OJl 
(1.10) 
REMARK 1. Under the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2, if the boundary data u&(t) = uk, for 
t 2 0, then the unique global solution u of (1.1) satisfies 
SUP luht) - #+)I 5 ewtlluO -&Ill, i = 1,2. 
tE[O,ll 
(1.11) 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Lemma 1 is 
proved in Section 3. 
2. CONVERGENCE TO STATIONARY SOLUTIONS 
AND DECAY RATES 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we reformulate our problems as follows. Putting 
where CJ$ is the stationary solution obtained in Lemma 1. In the following, we denote & by q5 
for convenience. Equation (1.1) can be reformulated as 
Vt + (f(d + u) - f(4))Z = %z, z E (0, l), t > 0, 
w(O,t) = u-(t) -u_, v&t) = u+(t) -u+, t 2 0, (2.2) 
?J(Z, 0) = 21()(Z) := z@(Z) - d(x), 2 E [O, 11. 
THEOREM 1’. Assume that the same conditions as those in Theorem 1 hold and that v. E H’, 
then there exists a unique solution of (2.2) satisfying 
21 E C ([O, 00) ;H1) , II, E L2 (10, 00) ; H1) , 
and 
sup be, t)l -+ 0, ast-++oa. 
IEN, 
We note that Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Theorem l’, and a priori estimates prove 
Theorem 1’. For any T > 0, we define the solution space by 
X(O,T) = {w E C ([O,T]; H’) ; w, E L2 ([O,T]; H') , and d$k(~~,t)1~=0 < $-co, 
for t E (O,T], m E Z+} . 
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Similar to the paper [9], we can easily show the local existence of the solution for (2.2) in 
a standard way. Theorem 1’ can be shown by the continuation argument combining the local 
existence together with the following a priori estimates. 
PROPOSITION 1. A priori estimate. Suppose that v is a solution of (2.2) in X(0,2’) for a positive 
constant T. Then there exists a positive constant C, independent of T, such that the solution v 
satisfies the estimate 
,,v(t)ll? +l( //dzw(~)~~2 + lb&) IW~ 
(2.4) 
I c ~lvoll:+~/~l_~t~~~~Lzo+~~U;~~~ll~~c~+,+ll~-~~~-~-llL’(R+)+ll~+~~~-~+ll~~~~+)) . ( 
PROOF. Let w be a solution of (2.2) in X(O,T). First, multiply (2.2)i by u, then we have a 
divergence form 
( ) i Iv2 2 t + (f (4 + u) - f(4)) 2, - ( ~6+h) ds - f(4bJ ) 1 - v,v z (2.5) 
+ (f(4 + u) - f(4) - f’w4 4, + v2 = 0. 
Due to the maximum principle of the parabolic equation, vc E H1 and (1.3) gives 
sup I+,t)l 5 co, O<t<T, (2.6) 
xEIO,il 
where Cc is a positive constant only depending on uc(z) and u*(t). Hence, 
(.f(ti + v) - f(4) - f’(44v) 4% L $4w2, (2.7) 
where CO := min,_ -c,,~U~U++cO f”(u) > 0. Now we use Sobolev’s inequality and (1.3) to estimate 








0t ll~zll ll%zll &- + c, b-(t) - u-IIL’(R+) 
I P 
SC 
0t ll~zl12 + ll~Z~l12) c&r + c, lb-(t) - “-lIL’(R+) 3 
s 
t12iz(I,T)l l41,T)l d7. I P 
0 J otlvz(i,r)12di + c, lip+ - ~+IIL’(R+) 
t 1P SC 0 ll~d~)l12 + llcm(~,l12) dT + C, lb+(t) - ALL 
where p > 0 is a sufficient constant. 
Integrating (2.5) over [0, l] x (0, t) and using (2.7)-(2.9), we get 
llw12 + I’ (lldm112 + llvd)112) dr 
5 c 
( 
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Next, we calculate s,” &l&(2.2)1 l v, dxdT, and obtain 
f l14N2 + I” 114~)112 dT 
= f llvox(~N12 + /‘/’ o o ((f’(#~ + v) - f’(4)) 4,~, + f’(4 + ~)GQ,) dz d7 + 1 
I ; llvh(~)112 + ;I’ II 4~)112 + CJd” (11~&4~,1/~ + bd~)ll’) d7 + 1, 
(2.11) 
where I = S,‘((f’($) - f’($ + v))&v, - f’($ + v)$ + ~t~~)~~)l;:i dxd7. 
Using equation (2.2) i for x = 0 and 5 = 1, and Lemma 1, we can estimate the integral on the 
boundary as follows: 
It follows from (2.11) and (2.12) that 
Ild)ll; + J ot ll~zd~)II c-h I C ( ll~ozl12 + I’ (I/d&~(d//~ + ll~zb,112> dT (2.13) 
+ 11”1-(t)11;2(R+) + IlG(t)ll;2(n+) + lb-(t) - u-IILl + lb+(t) - u+IlI,qR+) > . 
Thus, (2.10) and (2.13) imply (2.4). 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, in order to prove Theorem 2, we reformulated our problems 
as follows: 
u(x, t) = $2(x) + 4G t), 
where C#Q is the stationary solution obtained in Lemma 1. Then (1.1) can be reformulated as 
Wt + (f(42 + w> - f(42))z = Wzzr 5 E (0, l), t > 0, 
w(0,t) = u-(t) - u_, w(l, t) = u+(t) - u+, t 2 0, (2.14) 
w(z, 0) = we(x) := uo(z) - $2(x), z E [O, 11. 
Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2’. Assume that the same conditions as those in Theorem 2 hold and that wc E H’, 
then there exists a unique solution of (2.14) which satisfies 
w E C (1% 00); H1) , w, E L2 ([O, 00); H1) , 
and 
sup Iw(x,t>l -+ 0, ast~+oo. 
sE[O,ll 
Theorem 2’ can be proved in almost same way as in the proof of Theorem 1’ except for the 
following a priori estimate. 
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PROPOSITION 2. A priori estimate. Suppose that w is a solution of (2.14) in X(O,T) for a 
positive constant T. Then, if IL -u+ 1 5 E for some constant E, there exists a positive constant C 
independent of T, such that the solution w satisfies the estimate 
IMUI; + ot IbzWII; dT I 
(2.15) 
I c ( Ilwoll; + IId(t)ll;2(R+, + IIq&j+, + lb-(t) - u-llU(R+) + lb+(t) - 4(R+)) . 
We note that in order to prove (2.15), the following estimate is a key step: 
J 011(f(+2+4 -.f(~2kf%2)~)~2,l dxI ~ll~zl12~ 
In fact, just as (2.7), we have 
IV (42 + w) - f ($2) - f’ (42) 20) 4221 5 Cl l42zI w2, 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
where cl := max,__c,,~u~u++co f”(u) > 0. Noticing that 
w2 = s oz (w2), dx + w212=o I2/)w,l da: + w21z__o 
5 2 oil4 lwzlda: + 2 II4 llwzll = 4 llwll lbzll 2 
s 
from this, we conclude ((w(( 5 4112~~11. In view of (1.6) in Lemma 1, choosing E small such 
that Iu_ - u+I 5 E, we obtain (2.16) from (2.17). Substituting w,& for w,# in the proof of 
Proposition 2, using (2.16), we can prove (2.15) in a standard way. 
REMARK 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2), if the boundary data u&(t) = 
u&, for t 2 0, then the unique global solution u of (2.2) (or (2.14)) satisfies 
SUP bht)l i emt 11~0111 
zE[O,ll 
or 
( ’ zyopI1 lwh t)l 5 emt llwOlll 1 . 
(2.18) 
(2.18)’ 
In fact, since vu2 = J,“(v~)~ dx = 2 J: wu,dx, we conclude that ~~w~~ < 211vzll. From (2.5), we 
have 
ffllwII2 + ;llwll2 50. 
Multiplying the above inequality by et and integrating over (0,t) on both sides of the resultant 
inequality, we get 
IIWII I ewt ll~011~ (2.19) 
Similarly, we can obtain that 
Ibd~)II I ept II~o~II. (2.20) 
The combination (2.19) and (2.20) proves the estimate (2.18). Equation (2.18)’ can be proved in 
an analogous way. Consequently (1.11) holds. 
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3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. First, we assume (1.2)’ and (1.3) hold. When (1.2) and (1.3) hold, the 
proof is completely similar. The existence of solution 42 E C3([0, 11) of (1.4) can be obtained 
through integrating. We only need to prove that there exists a unique solution satisfying (1.6) 
and &(z) < 0. 
Noticing that when 42 E C([O, l]), f’(&) is bounded. Due to the maximum principle of elliptic 
equation, we conclude that U+ < 4~ < U_ for 5 E (0,l). 
We divide our problem into three cases according to the signs of the characteristic speeds 
f’(u*), just as what have done in [9] for the initial-boundary problem on half-line. 
(I) f’(ZL+) < f’(u-) I 0. 
(II) 0 I f’(u+) < f’(u-). 
(III) f’(u+) < 0 < f’(U_). 
We only prove Lemma 1 for Case (I). The other cases can be proved in the same way. 
Integrating (1.4)i over (0, X) gets 
4x4 = 4x0) + f (42) - f (u-) 1 
that is, 
&(O) + f (42) - f (u-) = dx. 
Integrating (3.2) and noticing conditions (I.4)2, we get 




here qo := @b(O). We will find a qo such that (3.3) and &(x) < 0 are both satisfied. When 
qo # f(u-1 - f(42), h(q 0 is continuous and differentiable on qo, and ) 
s w- h’ (no) = - dh u- (40 + f (42) - f (u-))2 > O, h(-cm)= 0, 
whereas 
h (f (u-) - f (u+)) = s,” f (42)do; (U+). 
Noticing that 
f (42) - f (u+) = f’ (u+) (42 - u+) + y (41 - u+)2) E E (u+, $2) 1 
and 
0 < min u+Su<u_ f”(U) I f”(C) I - u+Fu’u_ f”(U) 5 c, - 
we obtain 
h (f (u-) - f (u+)) = +m. 
Thus, there exists a unique qo E (-ca, f(u_) - f(u+)) such that (3.3) is satisfied. From (3.1), we 
have d:(z) < 0. Moreover, for given qo = s(f(u-) - f(u+)) ( s > 0 is some constant), from (3.1), 
we have &,(x) 5 C~U._ - T.L+~, where C is dependent on f’(u_) or f’(u+), but not on ]u_ - u+]. 
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